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ABSTRACT

The Stauford Llne:u Col]ider (SLC) is the first and only
high-energy [<+e– linear collider in the world. IIS most
l-emarkable features are high intensity, submicron sized,
polarized (e–) beams at a single interaction point. The main

challenges posed by these unique characteristics include
machine-wide emittance preservati(m, consistent high iutensit y

operation, pokuized electron production and transport, and the
:l~hieVeInent of a high degree of be:un stability on all rime
scales. In addition to serving as an important m:ichiue [or the
stndy of ~’ boson production and decay using polarized beams,

the SLC is Nso an indispensable source of hands-on experience
for future line<w cOlliders. Each new year of operari(m has been
highlighted with a markect improvement in performance. The
most significant improvements for the 1994-05 run inclucle
new low impedance vacuum chiunbers for the damping rings,

:m upgracle t~).tli~ optics ind diagnostics of the tilual focus
systems, and a higher degree of pol:wizati(n] from the electron
source. As a result, the zlverage luminosity has nearly doubled
over the previous year with peaks approaching 1030 cu-2s- 1

and an 80Y(J electron pohwizatiou at the interaction point.
These ~evelopments as well as the remaining identifiable
performance limitations will be ~liscussed.

I. 1994-95 R~~ S~~MARy

1~ 1994-95 the interaction point (IP) be:un intensity has
been raised to 3.5x 10 1‘)particles per bunch (ppb)—all illcrease

made possible through the design and installation of new low
impedance dampili~ ring vacuum ch:unbers [1]. The electron
polarization has increased to 80%) at the IP by usil~g a 100”nm

thin strained lattice G:lAs photocath(rde in the electron source
[2]. A ln:ijor upgr:lde to the final focus optics allows a
reduction of the IP vertical beta function which can produce au
IP rms vertical spot size of 400-600 nm [3]. Work has

continued throughout the run to improve be:un stability via
feedback refinements, optical modifications and magnet
support alterations. The resultant number of Z} bosons logged

by the SLD has increased from 11,000 at 23%J (J- polarization
in 1992, and 52,000 at 63 YCJin 1993, to over 1()(),000 at 80%,
in 1994-95. Fig. 1 shows 2’ production over this period. Due

to scheduled juterruptions ,and ,au increased number of various

failures, machine up-time has been somewhat lower in 1994-
95 (-65~o) tllall ill 1993 (-7 S%,). Table 1 lists typical

operating parwneters at the IP along with an estimate of tileti
variability over the extent of the rurr. The electron vertical

emittance and positron intensity have been the most

problematic in terms of variability. Detector backgrounds,
which ,are geuer~flly quite low, also v,ary over the run. They ,are
typic:dly traced to the production of be:un Llils generated in the-
main linac.
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Table 1. Typical IP operating parameters for the 1994-95 run.

be:un energy I E I GeV 45.64

e– intensity
~-

1010 ppb 3.3-3.6

e+ intensity N+ 1010 ppb 2.9-3.7

her. rms emittance Y&.Y mm-mrad (fl-90

v~r,rmsemirt:lllC~ y&y mm-mrad 10-25

llns energy spread Q6 Vo 0.09-0.16

her. rms beam size ax pm 2.0-2.6
r

ver. rms beam size OY I ~m I 0.6-1.2
1 I

rms bunch length o~ mm 0.7-1.1

Luminosity L 1030 ~m-2s-l 0.4-0.8

Z’ bosons per hour — hr- 1 40-80

Repetition rate .f w 120
1

[+–polar-ization Pz %1 78-82

up-time %) 55-75

II. POLARIZED ELECTRON SOURCE

Since ew-ly 1992 the SLC has been operated exclusively
with a polarized electron be,am.The electron polarization at the
source is now >80Yc—a significant increase over the 1992 and
1993 values of 25YOand 65% respectively. The polarized
electron source [2] presently uses a strained lattice GaAs
photocathodes which is biased at 120 kV and excited with

circuhwly pol:uized light generated by a pulsed Ti: sapphire
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laser system. The source intensity is 7-8x 1010 (?- per bunch
(3.5x1 010 at the IP). During the second half of the run, the

cathde qu,antum efficiency was held below its maximum value
in order to yield the highest possible polarization. Periodic

cathode recesiatious ,are performed every -5 days through a
simple computer automated process which requires -20
minutes to complete. The system has been remarkably reliable
with <2Y(, unscheduled downtime. The success of the high
energy colliding bparn physics program at the SLC is due in
large part to the success of the polarized electron source.

III. DAMPING RINGS AND BtJNCHCOMPmSSORS

One of two major SLC upgradesfor 1994 was thettesign
andconstructionot new low impedancevacuumchambersfor
thedampingringarc-sections[1]. Me:lSU~UleUtsmadein 1992
showed the (resetof a bunch length ‘sawtooth”instabilityat
beam currents of -3x 10 ‘() ppb [4]. This high current
instabilityalso appe;uedas variati(ms(jitter)in theextracted
biarnphasewhichproduce~el~auttlyerpulsesandassociated
linaccollimatorlossesandderectorbackgrountts.Thenetresult
was tu limitthepre-upgratteSLC beam currentsto <3x 101‘)
ppb. The cause of this instabilitywas the high impedance
tkunpingring vacuum chamberwhich, prior to 1~~4, 1~:1~a
computediuttuctanceof 37:5 UH[5]. Au interimsolutionused-. ..-.
in 1993 w:is to ramptherf voltage down just afterinjection
therebylengtheningthe bunch and holcling the peak cru~ent
btilow the instability threshold [6]. The vohage was ramped up

ag:tin just kfore extr;lctiou. This pr(~e(ture necessitated the use
of direct rf feedback (o compensate increased beam loading at
reduced voltage.

The new vacuum chamber has many fewer flexible

bellows. Electro-discharge machining (EDM) methods were
“used to produce smoother transition pieces. The resultant
impc’&tnce is seven times smaller than that of the old ch:unher

[7]. Measurements show a significantly shorter bunch lengrh
and a reduced high intensity lengthening. Fig. 2 shows the
measured bunch rength at extrac(i(m versus beam intensity

both for the old and the new vacuum chambers. A single
bunch instability is still observed, but it is less severe and no
lon:er limits th~ SLC operating intensity [1].

N/l O’O
Fig 2. Dtilnpiug ring extrtictecll>u~lchleugth vs. ~,- illteusity f[~r

CJIIIa[ld the rlc,}vvticuum chumIIcr. Dtittip>irltsrepresent
Ineusureulcuts perforlned (>u the uew chunlller it} 1994.

At the nominal machine repetition frequency of 120 Hz the

electron store time (-8 msec) is half that of the positron ring
(-16 msec). Consequently, the electron d’amping time is more

critical. In 1993 a reduction in transverse partition numbers
was achieved by stretching the ring circumference in order to

shorten the transverse d,amping time by -15 Yo [81. Recent
measurements show damping times of 3.3-3.6 msec
horizonttily and 4.1-4.2 msec vertically [9]. With an 8.3 msec
store the typical extracted electron vertical emittance is 2-3
mm-mrad while it is possible to achieve <1 mm-mrad with a-
16 msec store at a repetition rate of 60 Hz.

In the p:~st, effort has been devoted to correcting transverse

emit tance dilution in the SLC bunch compressors [10-11].
Skew quadruples, skew sextupoles and octupole magnets were
installed in previous ye’ars to correct first, second and even

third order anomalous dispersion. The large energy spread
(-1%) and the strong bending necess,q for a potential ten-fold
bunch length compression present severe alignment,

construction and multipole field error tolerances. These efforts
have been, for the most part, successful. However a 10-30%

emittance dilution rtimains (partially due to an increased
compressor voltage—see below). Efforts need to continue here.

The form of bunch compression was changed in 1994.
Prior to this, the bunch was ‘under-compressed’ to 1.3 mm
with a 29 MV rf voltage which initiaies a <90” longitudinal
phase rotation. Starting in 1994 the buIlch is now ‘over-

compressed’ , also to 1.3 mm, but by using an rf voltage of
41 MV for a phase rotation of >90”. The motivation is tu
reduce the cud-of-linac energy spread by parti’ti cancellation of

energy spread due to the l(lngitudinzd w(akefield in the linac and “
that due to rf curvature [12]. This technique successfully
reduced the end-of-linac energy spread from -0.25 Yoprior to
1994, to -O. 12% rms. In addition, long low-energy tails in the

bunch distribution are no longer generated. A small
compromise is made in beam transmission through the

compressor beatnliue where large dispersion and increased
energy spread (-1% at 29 MV and - 1.4% at41 MV) produce a
5-10% beatn loss.

IV. MAIN L~AC

The main linac challenge is in high current emittance
preservation and stabilization of both the e- and e+ bunches in
the presence of the inevitable quadruple and accelerating
structure misalignments, The requirements for vertical linac
emittauce control have become even more ch~tilenging witi the
advent of ilat beam operation in 1993 where the linac entrance
emittance at 1.2 CTeV is now: WY =2-3 lmn-mrad, y&x= 30-

40 mm-mrad [13]. Beam-based alignment techniques have been

used successfully in the past to control transverse quadruple
al ignmenl to -80 pm rms [14] and new ideas ,are under
investigation to align the disk-loaded wave guides using beam

generated dipole wakefields of the accelerating structures as .au
error signal [15]. LJnder normal operation, empirical linac

emit tauce correction is accomplished by introducing feedback
controlled trajectory oscillations [16] to minimize the
u~e[~sured emittance of wire-scanner phase space monitors [17]
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or by observing a set of four off-axis screens [18]. Emittance
dilution in the main linac is usually controllable to <60%,
vertic’atly (and <30YcJhorizont;dly at 3.5x 101° ppb. However,
temperature dependencies in the linac rf system can generate
day to night emittance variations which require constant
tuning. Improvements are present Iy under investigation [19].

A second challenge is pulse-to-pulse and ion: term
trajectory stabilization of both the t?– and [’+ be:uns [20].
Trajectory jitter not only degrades luminosity but also
complicates and slows tuning schemes which rely on phase
space monitors requiring many tens or hundreds of pulses. A

large source of e– tr?iectory jitter, identified in 1994, was due
to long range transverse wakefields. With equ;ti [?+and (<–linac

betatron phase advance, the jitter in the leading e+ bunch is
resonantly amplified to the trailing e– bunch. By introducing a
vertical e+ betatron oscillation initiated in the positron bunch
compressor, the trailing electron bunch is seen (o accumulate
‘anoscillation due to the long range wakefleltt [21].

This problem was significantly diminished by introducing
a 10 °/cell separation between the horizontal and vertical

. betatroll tunes within the linac. Thus the res(mant condition is
avoided. This linac lattice modification successful] y reduced [;–
vertical trajectory jitter from -60 Y(Jof (he nominal rms be:un
size (observed in the Elnal focus) to -40%,. Some improvement
is also obse~v~tf in t<– l](jrizontal jitter. Fig. 3 shows the

initiated t<+oscillation and its wake induced 1’–oscillation both
with and without a split tune l;tttice.
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Fig 3. V:rticfil <:+oscillation intr[>duced llef[~re the lintic (a) and
lung range wakefield induced (~scilluti[m f[>rL,- Ilcam of -300 pm
befc>re (11)und -100” ~nl ufter (c) installation uf split tune ltittice.

However, with the large mid-linac energy spread introduced
for BNS tkunping [22] and the new ‘split-tune’ quattrupole
settings, some increi~sed chromatic emittance dilu[i(m within

the linac is expected (-10%). Eflorts are unclcrway to develop a
split-tune lin:ic lattice with less chromatic dilttlion.

In light of previous successes [23], further efforts to
stabilize linac tmlectories have centered around moclilicatioas

of quadruple magnet support structures. -Measurenlents of
quadruple magnet vibrations using a geophone indicate
-300 nm rms vibrations for freqttencies above 1 Hz [24].
Beam response modeling in these conditions predict trajectory
jitter which is -20% of the 1O-50 ~m nominal vertical beam

size. Inspection of the supports has reve’tied a poorly supported

degree of freedom in magnet pitch ‘angle which tmnslates into a
significant vertical displacement component due to the
longitudinally biased pitch rotation axis of the support. In
response, magnet pitch wedges were installed for -2/3 of tile
linac quadruples.

V. ARCS w FINW Focus SYSTEMS

Prior to the 1994 run the optics of both final focus
systems (FFS)—e– & e+—were upgraded in order to allow -

reduction of the IP vertical beta function [25]. One new

quadruple magnet per FFS was installed between the
chromatic cot~ection section (CCS) and the final triplet. This
quadruple optimally adjusts the betatron phase advance

between CCS sextupoles and ti-iplet to reduce the dominant 3rd
order aberration (U34CC coeftlcient in TRANSPORT notation

[26]). In attdition, two more quadrupoles~ne skew and one
norm’ti-were added to the upper Kansformer section (UT) to
pruvide a full compliment of orthogonal tuning ‘knobs’ for
control of IP beta functions, cross-plane coupling and IP beam
waist positions [27]. ‘Four new wire-scanners per FFS were
added for emit tance and matching diagnostics within the FFS
and a fifth wire-scanner was installed at an IP image point in

the center of the first CCS bentt magnet [28].
The n~?}vfinal focus beamlines were commissioned in April

and May of 1994 using previously established techniques such
as quadruple and sextupole beam-b:~sed alignment metiods
[29-3 1]. The new orthogonal UT tuning knobs and image
point wire-scanners were employed very successfully to
achieve the desired IP beta functions, coupling correction and
waist positions. Subsequent low current beam collisions (0.5-
1.Ox 1010 ppb) using a twice nominal e- damping ring store

time to achieve ide:ti emitt’mces produced vertical IP rms spot
sizes of 400 nm, cle<arly confirming the expected performance

of the upgrade. The horizontal spot sizes observed were also
within the expected value of 1.8-2.0 pm. Fig. 4 shows a
413 nm vertical beatn-be~n deflection scan [32] measured at

low current and long damping ring store.
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Fig 4. Beam-l?eum ~eflectiou, 6, vs. separation, Ay, fitted with
Bassetti-Erskine f(]rmulti showing 413 nm vertical rms beam size

At higher beam intensities a significant emit~ince dilution
within the arc/FF systems appears which is not yet
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understood. The dilution is usually most evident for the
electrons in the vertical plane. At 3.5x1010 ppb the observed
luminosity is typically 20-40% lower than expectations based
on emittance measurements at the end of the main linac.
Numerous machine studies have addressed this discrepancy [3].
One probable explanation for high ctu~ent emittance dilution is
collimator generated wakefields. The collimators are used to
attenuate detector backgrounds by clipping thinly populated
be’am tails and are dowrlstre:un of the end-of-linac wire-sc:umers
used for emittance measurements. Recent studies [33] show
clear emittance ttilution for some collimators which are
routinely clOsed to within -3-5 times the rms beam size.

However, these measurements have not been reproducible antt

they ‘are sensitive to varying orbits and be:un c(ulclili(ms in the
collimator regi(ms.

The addition of new wire-scanners at the entrance to the
~S allowed a fiist direct observation of the emittance at the
eutt of the 1.2 km, tel~:lin-f~)llowillg collitter at-es. At the start
of-the run the emit tance incre:Lse through the arcs was found to
be independent of both be:un cur~ent and initi:ti emi((ance. The
vertical. increase was A Y&y = 3-4 mm-mrad while the
horizontid was Ay&x = 10-12 mm-mrad, bo[b of which are in

fair agreement with the expected effect of synchrotron ra~liati(m
and cross-plane coupling calculat ett from measured bet atrou

oscillation datii [34]. Without imperfections the vertical
emittzmce incre:Lse in the arcs is expected to be -1 mm-mrad.
However, toward the end of the run, the arc emit taucc increase
showed some sensitivity to beam current, especially for

electrons in the vertical plane. It is not yet known if this
apparent change was due to a S1OWdegradati(ul of the orbits and
optics of the arcs or if it was related [o collimator generated
wakefields. Careful experiments designed to stu~ly current
dependencies in the arcs were attempted but are difficult to
perkwm satisfactorily due to problems controlling main linac
emit tances at varying cuil-eHts.

Spin transport through the SLC continues to be controlled
with verticat orbit -’bumps’ in the f?– (north) collider arc [35].
The two post-darnpiug ring spin rotator solenoids have

remained switched off. Depolarization in the :U-CSdue to initial

energy sp~ead has been reduced in comparison to the previous
year by a verticat arc orbit variation method which empiric:dly
reduces the effective number of spin prccessi(ms through the

arc fr(~m =17 ‘tullls’ (full precession) in 1°93 to -10 tullls in
1994 [36]. This improvement, in conjunction with the
reduction in energy spread using (lver-ct)lllpressi(J1l, I1:LSreduced
the arc depolarization from -3% in 19°3 to <1 ‘%,in 1994-95.

VI. FEEDBACK,CONTROLSAND DIAGNOsrrl(:s

There arg approximately 28 clifferent microprocessor
controlled fast trajectory feedback loops, as well as several
special function loops, in simultaneous opcrat ion around the
SLC [37]. These loops maintain beam trajectories and energies

over a broad band of frecluencies up t(r - 10 +Iz. Beam posilioa

monitors are used to measure {rajectory variations around a
previously determined reference orbit ancl corrections arc
applied with fast dipole correction magnets or multiple

klystron phases in the case of energy corrections. There are
seven loops in the main linac which control both e– and e+

orbits. These loops ‘are ‘cascaded’ through a communication
link so that loop n+ 1 nominally corrects only trajectory
disturbances iucul~ed after loop n. Furthermore, the loops are
‘adaptive’ meaning they ~areable to le~aru the transport ma~
the accelerator transfer coefficients—between loops. An added
benefit of adaptive-cascaded feedback is the continual
measurement of the phase advance between points in the
accelerator. This information is recorded every six minutes and -
can be used to trace and isolate optical errc~rs such as errantly
back-phased klystrons. Efforts continue to improve feedback
perform:ulce through step response testing and modeling [38].

The beginnings of significant progress in machine wide

emit tauce control can be traced to the development and
iust:dlatiou of beam profile wire-scanners in the main linac in
1990-91 [17]. Transverse emittance measurements for both

be:uns are now automatically made at three different points in
the main linac during colliding be:un operations once every
hour. In addi[ion, operator initiated mezsuremeuts are used to

direct tuning efforts’ when necesswy. There are now -50
ttifferenl wire-scanners in use throughout the SLC from the
40 MeV electron injector to near the final triplet. Most of
these wire-scanners are able to measure beam sizes in both
planes as well as the x-y correlation. Extensive software

controls have been developed which ‘analyze the beam profile
data collected and return par:uneters such as emittance, beta-
fuuctions, magnitude and phase of mismatch, coupling

magnitudes and beam t’ails. These parameters, ,atong with raw
beatn size, are available in history plots for any time interval ;
during the run.

VII. PRESENT PEM-ORM~CE LIMITATIONS Am
FLrIT.JREPLANS

Table 2 below summarizes 1995 peak operating parameters ‘-

with respect to the original 1985 ‘design’ expectations. The
design expectaiious are unrealistic, especially in their
underestimation of linac w’akefield emittance dilution at beam
intensities of >7x1010 ppb.

Tal>le 2. Design tind peak 1995 ptirameters most disparate. The
intcosity difference accounts for a factor of -8 in luminosity.

PARAMETER IMTS DESIGN 1995

Intensity lxlO1o ppb 7.2 3.5

repet i[ion rate Hz 180 120

her. emittance mm-mrad 30 60
ver. emittance mm-mrad 30 10

her. IP beatn size pm 1.65 2.1

ver. IP be:un size pm 1.65 0.7

energy sprtild %) 0.25 0.12

Enhancement — 2.2 -1.15

Luminosity 1030 cln-2s-l 6.0 0.8

Z) per hour I,r-l 650 80

[<–polarization QL1 80
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The difference between ‘design’ and 1995 intensities :d(me,
including ~ss~)ciated loss in enhancement, accounts for a factor

LJf -8 in lumiu(~sity. Another factor uf 1.5 is evident in the
repetition rate-n~)t attainable due to modulator” limitati(ms.
With these past limitati[ms acknowledged, the pr{)gress of the
SLC is actually quite remarkable. The achieved IP vertical

beam sizes have in fitct far outperformed” the design
expectations. This is u result of flat beam c)peration, u{)t

fureseen in 1985, and the 1994 final f(rcus optics upgrade.
The present peak perfolln:u~ce par:uneters are, however, not

always maintainable. There are still unexplained variations in
the luminosity over atl lime scales. Some of these variations
,ar-e traceable tu eutt-~)f-linac emittances and are parlially
attributed tt>temperature variati(ms. However, some variations
remain unexplained and are possibly due lo an undiagnosed
high current dilution mechanism within the collima[i(m, arc (lr
final focus systems. A 20-40%)”discrepancy still exists between
the expected and observed luminosity. This appears t(> be

current dependent and will be the main focus of attention in
subsequent collider runs. Eff(>rts ,are un~lcr way to understand
and collect the large vertical synchrotron racliati(m induced
emit tance growth wit hiu the collicler arcs.

Future SLC plans include the installation of an IP ‘laser-
wire’ in 1996 which all(>ws single be:un size measurements

down tu -300 ilrn’[39]. M:uly smaller projects are in progress
which address reliability issues and beam transmissit)n
lilhitatiuns in the various transport lines. The goals for the
collider ‘are t() rec(u-d 500,(N()”Z]’s over the next three years.
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